
March 12, I958 

Project 7000 

File Me m o  

Subject: Second Report on Reeults of SIGMA Timing Simulator Program 

1. Introduction 

To evaluate the performance of an asynchronous computer such as 

SIGMA one must get down to the detailed interaction of the components 

under typical operating conditions. 


The first report on this subject (Project 7000 File M e m o  dated 2/6/58} 
deslcrfbet bow w e  have attempted to make quantitative mearurementa of *e 
performance of the SIGMA computer uring a Timing Simulator code written 
for the 704, 

This report l iets the 8tudies which have been done since the last repbrt. 
Most  of them have! been directed toward evaluating the effect of the recent 
proporred redeeign of the indexing Arithmetic Unit and its interrelatioaahip 
w i t h  the more realisltic Aritbmetic Unit Times now being quoted, 

The effort of the psat month has been in theydirection of obtaining reCults 
as boon 8 8  possible, not in making the simulator a more precise mirror of 
the SXGMA machine. The reisults must, therefore be considaxed a i  approxi-
mate  in details although tho large trends should be eesent ia l ly  correct. 

2. Test  Problems Used 

The main test p r o b k n r  used continue to be the mesh calculation and 
the Monte Carlo Calculation described in the February 6 th memo. The 
Mesh calculation waa uaed for the main Wq-AU studies abce it u ~ e sa more 
or less “normal”distribution of indexing and arithmetic operationa. (Ref -
ereace: File Memo Dated March 5, 1958). 

- c L  

In addition to these, a few run8 were also made on three problems which 
have been used by others h x inter-comparing IBM machiner with  the LARC, 
the TRANSAC, ete. They are: 
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The Westinghouge Reactor problem 

The calculation of the inner loop of the num-
erical solution of a neutron diffusion equation. It 
is very heavy on arithmetic, very little logic. 

Zi l ler ' s  Transac Teat problem 
The evaluation of a polynominal ueing com-

puted indices. 

Matrix Inverrion 
The inner loop of a matrix inversion routine. 

Arithmetic and logic are approximately of equal im-
portance. The ohortneso of the loops rnakar effective 
multiplexing difficult. 

3. Designer Studied 

The chief differences between the I'standard design" described in the 
February 6th memo, and the designe being studied in this report are in 
the indexing Arithmetic Unit, the arithmetic unit times and the inclusion 
of index core memory. For convenience the other itemr which w e r e  not 
chirnged ure also included in the following list: 

The ''Januaryr1and "February" Designs: 
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4. Resuita and Conclusione: 

A l iet  of the parameter studies run since the February 6th m e m o  

arc given In Appendix I. 


Appendix XI consists of graphs of aome of the runs showing the 

variation of SIGMA computing speed v8, various parametem. In 

each case the speed is ia terms of a 704 verrion of the lame problem. 


fa) S I G U  performance for various problemr 
Table 1 lists the speed of SIGMA on the five problem. 

which havt been tried to date, One striking Zeature is the 
range of speeds which appear - from a,to 86, for the im-
proved timer, Thia pointe up the difficulty of giving a ringle 
speed performance figure. It also indicates that SXGMA is 
not just a I'spesdsd-up 704", but a machine with considervbly 
differeat organication, 

SIGMA show. the biggest improvement over 704 in 
the problems which are largely floating arithmetic- - Mclrh, 
Wertinghouse, and Transac Test. It ahow8 k s s  improve-
ment for the prcrblcmr involvbg logic and indexing- - Monte 
Carlo and Matrix Inversion. (See graph 1) 

(b) The effectiveaeua of the February Improvements in the U U  
All  the problemr showed an improvement ab a result 

of the February improvements in the Indexing Arithmetic Unit.. 
Those heavy on iatkxtq naturally ahowed the  moat. (See table 1) 

The variation of speed v8. 11AU t h e #  for varioua 
Arithmetic timer asc rhown h graphs 2 and 3. The important 
point to notice is thut although the changer in AW and IAU a t e  
each worth about 10% in epeed separatelyt taken together they 
make a 30% improvement. Graph 4 sbows &e Auefficieacier, a o  
a function of the A U  and IAU times. 

( c )  The effect of Instruction Memory Speed 
As w a s  found in the previous runs, the Monte Carlo problem 

with i t s  frequent branching is more eenritive to the instruction mem-
ory speed than the Mesh Calculation. However, with the present 
speech, as contrasted to the higher 'Wanchrd" rpceds used before, 

performance i8 only about half ae sensitive to the change in 
memory speed as it was. (10% decrease inataad of 22%). The pos-
itive effect of having more instruction memory does not appear in 
these figures. 
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The effect of the number of Instruction Memory Boxes 
Graph 5 ebows rather conclusively that there appears 

to be no gain beyolhd two instruction memory boxes for these 
arithmetic speeds. 

The effectof the number of Main (Data)Memory Boxea 
Graph 6 showr that theperformancchaibcome less 

sensitive to the number of Main Memories than wa8 t rue using 
the rlstandardv'rrpesds. There is still a pronounced lose i f  one 
mixes data and instructionr, however. 

The effect of changing divide speed only 
Becaure of interest expressed in the importance of 

divide speed&** several run8 w e r e  made with  different 
divide t imes a e s u m t d ,  The results are that divide reduces 
the speed about the game as the change in the 6 - 6 - 3 4  average 
arithmetic t ime would predict. For example, changing the 
divide from 2. 7 u8 to 9.0 us changes the average AU t ime from 
1.09 us to 1.48 ua which from Graph 3 implies a speed of 61. I 
whereas the actual run gave 62, 

The effect of number of levels of look-ahead 
Graph 7 shows the performance vs. number of levelis 

oflook-ahead for 4 Main memories and 1 main memory. The 
weed continued to rim paet 4 levele but the gains become rela-
tively small. 

The effect of Index Core Memory t imes 
The u8e of a small core a r r a y  for index rcgieter has 

been included in the Simulator since the previoua rUR8,  Graph 8 
rhows the effect of various assumed cycle times on the Meah 
Calculation for three sets  of Arithmetic speeds. Here again, 
the performance is leas sensitive to core  cycle t imes when the 
ari thmetic speeds are low than when they are high, 

The 0 . 8  us core8 themselves accm to cause about a 11% 
reduction in performance from that of 0, 3 us transistor registers 
at the February apeedr. However, they also have the insidiour 
effect of discouraging other improvements which might be possible 
now o r  later but which would be am&& by the core cycle t imes 
if we put index cores in SIGMA, 
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The effect of varying the 2.0 us memory read out time 
Graph 9 shows that the performance i s  decreased by 

later read-out times, but that is not a strongly varying func-
tion €or small changes. 

The effect of aimultanoous Input-Output upon computing speed 
A aeries of runs wad made varying the average 1 / 0  

word rate while the regular program watt running. The S h u -
lator assumes that a high speed dirmk ir storing words in can-
secutive memory locations taking priority over other memory 
references, The effect on the Mesh Calculation was surpris-
ingly small. The Meeh Calculation is favorable caie,  aince 
the index registerr are uaed in it to hold all Intermediate re-
s u l t s  and these are not disturbed by the diah. More caees 
ebodd be examined before making further generalization, 

The improvements p~opasedsince the January estimate are certainll(r 
very worth while. However, the performance is still about a factor of tyuo 
below that expected in the LOBAlamoa contract. 

The SIGMA system becornea pWeilkB@@c lare senritive to all vari-
ation~when its speed is low than when it Sa higk W e  must be careful nut 
to let this apparent insensithdty encuurage us to drop 5% here and 3% there 
as being unimportant, The SIGMA system is very non-linear and these 
Iorrrer C ~ A  Cgnverrarsiy w e  do not:add up to considerably more than 10%. 
want to freeze one part of the machine at a Low level which does not matter 
nuw but may block the effects of future gains elsewhere in the aystem, 

HGK:JC:jcv 

?!L 
John Cockc 
Staff Engineer 
Project 7000 



Table It: Summary of Miin Effects on Computer Speed.. 

Unless  otherwise rrstated runs w e r e  made with 4 Data Memories 2,O us, 2 
b v  Instruction Memories, 0 . 6  UB, IL Index Core memory, 0.8 UB and 4 levelr 

of look-ahead. 

1. 

Dcrrcription of Run 

Effects of IAU t h e  change only 

Ib) Monte Carlo 
(4 W eotinghouee Reactor Calc. 
(4 Transac Test Problem 

(i l l  Mesh  fU8hg AUz 1b09 US) 

4 Matrix Inversion 
Average 

SPEED 
Jan, Est. Feh Imp, 

62. 73. 
29. 40. 
83, 86, 
64. 73. 
35, 44, 
55, 63. 

% change 

418, % 
+36, 
f 4 . 5  
f13. % 
+26. $6 
415. % 

'crrru, 

, 2. 

3. 

Effect of M U  and A U  changes separately, CMeah Cale. 1 
(4 Jan. Est. Times: I = 1-45 us ,AU = 1.40 us 56. 
(b) I = 0 . 9  US* AU 1.40 U8 62. 
t d  I = 1.45 ua, AU 1.09 us 62.
(a Feb, Imp Times: 113: 0 , 9  1x8, A U  = 1bO9 u8 93. 

Speed 

SPEED 
Effect of betruetion Memory Speed 
(4 Mesh Calc (with Idl. 9 us, AU= 1.40) 73. 71.5 
(b) Monte Carla 40. 36, 

ob 6 UJS FM 2 .0  ue FM 

% change 
0 

+lo. %J 

+lo. % 
130.% 

4. Effect of changing Divide Speed only (u1U=O, 9 us 

(b) Mesh calc. with 9 . 0  us Divide 
(a) Meeh calc. with 1. 0 us Divide 

60. 

Speed 
75. 

5. Levels of Look-ahead {IAUmO. 9,  AU=1.09) 
(4 
(b) 

Mesh Calc with 3 levels 
Meah Calc with 5 levels 

Speed 
69-
74. 

' 6. Effect of Varying No. of Inatruetian Memories 
(4 
(b) 

Mesh calc with  1 0.6 ua FM 
Mesh  Calc with 1 2,O us FM 

Speed 
73, 
64. 

916 change 
0% 

-12. 70 

7. Effect of Varying X-Core cycle times 
(a) 
(b) 

Mesh calc with 0 . 4  us core8 
Mesh calc w i t h  0 ,2  us core8 

Speed 
81, 
83. 

8, Effect of Varying 2 b O  us Data =em. 

(4 Mesh calc with 2.0 us F M  
(b) Monte Carlo with 2,O ua FA4 

read out time Speed 
0 . 8  us RO 1.2 us RO 

72, 71. 
36,  35. 

%'change 

hw- 9,  Effect of I/O memory interference 
(4 
(b) 

Speed 
Mesh calc with  1/0 storing every 8.0 ua onaverage 71, 
Mesh calc with I/ 0 storing every 2, 0 us 66, 
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APPENDIX P 

klw SIGMA Timing Simulator Runs Made February 4 to March 5, 1958 

For Mesh Galculatbn 

1. 	 Varying X-Core t imes:  0 .  1, 0,  2, 0,  4, 0.  6,  0. 8 usec. with 

AU = 0.64; M U  = 0 . 6  


2. #l  with A U  = 1.40; ZAU = 1.75 

3, AU * 1.40; M U  = 1.75, X cores and 2.0 us memory 

4. U3 with no LAU buffer 

5, AU * 1.09, IAU = 1. 75, Txansiotor X-register 

60 Varyiag IAU t i m e s  for 1.09 uacc. AU, X-cores, 2.0 ua FAd 

mu 	= 0. 8, 0.9 ,  1.0, 1, k5, 1, 25, 1, 35, 1.45, 1. 55, 1. 75 

7. 	Varying AU t imes  and IAU t imes,  X-cores, 0 .6  us FM 

A U  1: 0.29, Q. 51, 0.79, 1-09, 1, 34, 1. 63 

for M U  = 0 .8 ,  0 .9 ,  1.0, t ,  1, 1. 2, 1.4 


80 	 Varyin8 divide t h e  ody: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 usec. 
9. 	Varying No. Look-Aheada for February times: 1, 2, 3, 48 5, 6, 7, 8 

10. 	 Varying I/o t h e :  16, 12, 08, 4, 2 U 8 t C .  rat8 
11. 	 Varying X Core times for Febryary times: 2, 4, 6, 8 usec. cycle 
12. 	 January and February IAU for 1.09 us AU time 
13. 	 varying No, bstructian kh!muries for 0 . 6  u8 and 2.0 u8 FM: 

1, 2, 3, 4: I 	 i 

14. 	 Varying No. Data-memories for 0 - 6  ua and 2.0 us FM:l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,  7, 
15. 	 Data and Instruction both in MM: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,  7, 8 
16. With 0 . 6  uib MM, Data and Inrrtruction both in MM: 1, 2, 3, 1, 5, 6, 7, 8 
17, Varying No. Data Memaxieei JMUIno. levels loob-ahead 


No. MM's : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ?, 8, 

for No, Look Aheads:: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,  7, 8 


18. 	 Vgrying MM read-out time: 0. 2, 0. 4, 0 ,  6 ,  0, 8, 1.0, 1. 2, 1. 4, 1. 6,  1.8, 

For Monte Carlo Calculation 

V a w g  X-Core timca: 0.1, 0. 2, 0.4, 0. 6 ,  0 ,  8 UBCC. w i t h  
AU 	= 1.40 and IAU = ]I. 75 
AU 	= 1.40, IAU = I .  75 with Transistor X-registers 
A U  	= 0.64, = 0. 6 w i t h  L A  j: 4, 8 Transirtor %registerr 
AV 	= 1.09, USIU ZE 1. 75 with LA = 4, 8 Transiotor X-register8 
Varying; U U  times for f ,  09 usee. AU, X-Corea, 2.0  U* 
U u  0, 8, 0.9,  1.0, 1, 15, 1. 25, 1, 35, 1.45, 1955, 1. 75 
Vaqing AU t h e e  for 0 . 9  uoec. IAU time, X-Core., 2.0 us FM 
A U  	= 0.29, O.51, 1  W  O  9  ,  1. 35, 1. 63s 
January and February 3AU for 1.09 UB AU 
Varying No. Instruction Mems. for 0. 6 us F&€a@ 3.0 us FM: 1, 2, 3, 4 
Data and Inetruction both in Main Memory 

8 

2. 0 	uaec, 

Varying MM read out time: 0. 2, 0.4, 0 .6 ,  0. 8, 1.0, 1. 2, 1- 4, 1. 6,  1. 8, 2.0 usec. 

For Traasac Test Problem 
For Matrix fnveraion each run with January and 

February IAU for 1.09 us A U
For Westinghous Reactor Problem3 
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